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Exterior paint sprayer reviews

This site is not available in your country Choosing exterior paints can be complicated because of the wide range of surfaces. These surfaces include clapboard and aluminum siding, wood shingles, tainting, cedar shakes, brick, concrete block, stucco, and, of course, old paint. On many older houses, you will find a
combination of these surfaces. Fortunately, there is an outdoor paint for any type of surface, and some paints are suitable for more than one surface. The links at the bottom of this page will take you to articles that will help you choose the best exterior paint for your project. You will find a wide range of types of paint on
the outside and discover the best method to calculate the right amount of paint to use. Like interior paints, outdoor paints are available in water-thin or solvent-thinned formulas and in three gloss: flat, semigloss and gloss. However, there are several features that distinguish exterior paints from those used in the house.
For one thing, exterior paints are more expensive. They also contain more resin (for moisture resistance and durability) and more pigment (for colour). You want to choose your outdoor paint based on what was previously used. As with interior paints, latex works best over latex and alkyd works best over alkyd. If you
don't tell or aren't sure about what kind of paint is on the house, use an alkyd-base paint. Latex exterior paints are easier to apply, dry quickly, and can help minimize moisture problems because they breathe. Cleaning up is a matter of soap and water. However, these paints do not attach as well to oil base or alkyd-base
paints or to poorly prepared surfaces. Alkyds, on the other hand, are very durable, but they are harder to work with and they dry slowly. Solvents should also be used with alkyds to clean brushes, rolls, paint trays and drops. One of the alkyd types of outdoor paint can be especially attractive because of its regulated, self-
cleaning property. It's called chalking, and that's exactly what it does. Over a period of years, the surface of the paint slowly oxidizes. Each precipitation rinses off a minute of the paint -- along with dirt. As a result of this shedding, the paint surface is constantly renewing itself. The price of this convenience used to be
chalky residue on foundations and shrubs, but the latest formulas control the shedding so that it does not stain adjacent surfaces. Chalk paint is not recommended for every home. In areas with little precipitation, for example, the powder tends to stay on the surface, dulling the paint. In wet areas, chalking paint may not
be worth the extra cost because frequent rainfall will keep the outside of the house clean no matter what kind of paint is used. If you live in or near any of these climatic extremes, ask your dealer or the chalking type is suitable for your environment. In the meantime, the following articles should answer many of your
questions about exterior paints. Select Paint The kind of surface you paint, the kind of look you want, and the kind of weather you're likely to encounter are all important factors to consider when choosing the right paint. Find out which type suits you. Treasures Exterior Paint Buy too much paint, and you have made
yourself a guaranteed space-eater. This article will help you assess how much exterior paint you need for a particular job. For more information on painting a home improvement in general, see: Painting Exteriors: Learn how to improve the look of your home by painting efficiently and safely. Interior Dyeing: If you plan to
paint the inside of your home in addition to the exterior, see this extensive list of interior paints. House Painting: For all things related to improving your home with paint, visit this page. Home Improvement: After you finish painting, learn how to create other solutions in all parts of your home. If you've ever painted a house,
you'll know how much fun it is to spend hours handling a paint roller or brush. Paint rollers have their strengths: They put down a thick coat of paint quite quickly and the roller covers are easy to change. Brushes are great for small, detailed work and can be cleaned and reused almost endlessly. But rolls are a chore to



reload with paint, and brushes are very slow. The natural solution seems to be to use a paint spray. Pulling the trigger and fixing a wide mist of paint, while better than rolling and brushing in many ways, has its drawbacks. With paint sprayers, you can cover wide surfaces faster and with less effort than with paint rollers or
brushes. A 4-foot by 8-foot section of wall that would last more than five minutes with a roller can be sprayed in about a minute. With paint sprayers, you override bumps, holes, cracks and other surface imperfections that cause problems for paint rollers or brushes. Detail work is easy with paint nozzles. So, the many
corners and trim work on cabinets, for example, are easy to paint with a paint sprayer. With paint sprayers, you achieve a more even coat than with rollers and especially with brushes. Although you should still be aware of overlapping, it is much less a factor when working with paint sprayers. Because of the fog and the
potential for overspray, paint sprinklers are a tough sell for do-it-yourselfers doing small-area interior painting. At the same time, paint spraying is almost made for painting on the outside: few problems with overspray, the ability to override the inevitable imperfections on the exterior siding, and the ability to cover wide
swaths in one movement. Preparatory work for painting with a paint spray is much more than with rollers Brushes. Any surface that will not be painted must be covered. Cleaning paint sprayers should be taken into account in the total time costs of the project. Unlike brushes or rolls, there are no half measures or cheats
in cleaning sprinklers-it's all or nothing and it's the be done just before the paint dries into the gun or hose. Paint sprinklers are usually a poor choice for small painting projects. You spend more time with preparation work and with clean-up than you would with the actual painting. Paint sprayers are therefore best suited
for large painting projects – a rarity for most DIY painters. Paint sprinklers start cheaply and get expensive quickly. Professional painters have paint sprinklers running into the thousands of dollars. As a do-it-yourselfer, you choose to start with a simple, less expensive type of paint sprayer often called a cup gun sprayer.
Cup-style sprinklers are electrically operated and consist of a gun that rests on top of a reservoir with a small amount of paint, usually a quarter. You don't need a separate air compressor to push the paint out. This nozzle has its own compressor. All you have to do is plug in an available outlet. Price is one of the best
things about cup-style paint sprayers, with lots of good quality models available for less than $100. The disadvantage of cup spray guns is that the reservoir depletes quickly. This means frequent infusions of more paint-a process that becomes tedious after a while. Also this type of sprinkler doesn't work very well the
moment you try to angle up or down. Cart style paint sprinklers work airless, too. Most models aimed at the do-it-yourself market are electrically operated. Cart-style sprayers offer two clear advantages. First, they have a larger reservoir because they can draw on one-gallon and five-gallon paint buckets (this also means
you don't have to clean a reservoir cup at the end of the workday). Secondly, they have longer hoses that offer a greater range of mobility. Many cart-style sprinklers can even support hoses up to 150 linear feet. This gives you the opportunity to keep the paint spray in one place and move around the house while you
paint. Cart-style paint sprayers are significantly more expensive than cup-style paint sprayers. Because they are large and bulky, they need more storage space than the cup-style sprinklers. Home Family Handyman A new generation of consumer-quality HVLP paint spraying has come on to the market. In this review you
can read how they work and what our editors thought. By the DO-it-yourselfers of The Family Handyman MagazineYou would also like: TBDSmall paint sprayers Many of us here at Family Handyman have used small paint sprayers with limited success in the past, so we wondered if the current batch was an
improvement. We decided to test some to find out the best paint sprayer. We focused on small sprinklers under $200 that can spray latex paint and other water-based finishes. A rapid examination of readily available sprinklers revealed two categories: airless nozzles with a built-in pump, and high volume, low pressure
(HVLP) nozzles that rely on a vacuum cleaner-type turbine. In the past, most handheld sprinklers were the airless type. They were often buzz guns for the loud buzzing sound made by the pump. However, more consumer-quality HVLP sprinklers have recently become available, and we have decided to focus our efforts
on this group. Unlike airless sprinklers, most HVLP nozzles in this price range cannot shoot undescuited latex paint. However, they have a few advantages that we think they are worth considering. First, they are quieter and the sound they make is less annoying - more like a vacuum cleaner. Plus, they put more finishing
on the project and less in the air, which is better in many ways. And finally, the good ones apply a very fine and controllable finish that allows a beginner to successfully finish woodwork, cabinets and furniture. Characteristics that we like in paint sprayersA tight spray patternOur test revealed a wide variation in spray
patterns. The cheaper paint sprayers with smaller turbines and plastic spray tips created a pattern spread with misty edges and large splashes of paint. At the other end of the spectrum, the Graco electric paint spray produced very fine paint particles in a tight spray pattern with minimal spray outside the edges, allowing
you to get a super-smooth finish with good control. No thinning needed The Wagner PaintREADY and PaintREADY System can both spray dehinned latex, but the resulting finish has a little texture. We cheated on the viscosity recommended for the Graco and Rockler sprinklers and were able to spray unthinned latex
with them. We suspect this was due to the more powerful turbines and the good quality needle and tip sets on these two nozzles. Copper needle and tipsetsThe paint sprayers that produced the best finish had a copper needle and spray tips, as did pro-grade HVLP sprinklers. These tips are removable for easy cleaning
and can be replaced if they wear out. The Rockler electric paint spray contains two different size needles and tips for efficient spraying of thicker and thinner material. You have other tips for ordering the Graco nozzle at Graco.Instant spray pattern adjustmentsAll spray guns have a shield on the tip that can be adjusted to
spray a vertical stripe, horizontal stripe or round pattern. Some require you to loosen a large nut before you remove the pattern, and you end up with paint on your hands in the process. The Graco gun has a lever that simply pushes you from side to side to change the pattern. It's easy and waterproof. The Wagner
PaintREADY gun also has a user-friendly spray cartridge controller. Easy flow controlAll spray guns have an adjustable flow control to change the amount of material that is sprayed. Most have a threaded stop near the trigger that you turn on or off. This limits the trigger movement and The position of the needle relative
to the spray tip, essentially changing the size of the spray tip opening. The Black &amp; Decker spray gun has a adjustment button where the hose gets into the gun. The button is easy to turn, and an indicator chart shows the setting. The Graco pistol has a nice beautiful Adjuster. The option to spray thick or thinWagner
allows you to spray uncovered latex and thinner materials by delivering two front ends in the PaintREADY system. all other nozzles we have tested spray diluted latex paint only, although the Rockler electric nozzle contains two needles and tips so you can optimize the spray pattern for thicker or thinner material.
Manufacturers claim all sorts of features, but here are the ones we think are the most important. In addition to the features we mention, you'll see claims about easy cleaning or additional adjustments. The truth is that all these sprinklers require disassembly for thorough cleaning, and the only adjustments you really need
are for the spray pattern and the paint flow. A powerful turbine While airless nozzles are assessed on how many litres per hour they can spray, HVLps are usually assessed by the turbine wattage. The theory is that the higher the wattage, the more pressure the turbine can create. and a higher pressure ensures a better
atomization of the paint and makes it possible to spray more viscous (thicker) materials. Wattage is only part of the equation to find the best paint sprayer, but in general is more better. The Rockler Turbine is estimated at 1,000 watts, with wagner's PaintREADY System turbine coming in second at 540 watts. All these
HVLP nozzles contain thinning instructions and a viscosity cup to help determine the right amount of solvent- in our case, water- add. We started by thinning out a few gallons of water-base paint enough to meet the recommendation of each spray manufacturer so that we could compare the nozzles with the same
viscosity of paint. Then we sprayed a band of paint for eight seconds with the spray tip held 1 ft. from the surface. We compared the coverage, spray pattern and paint particle size. This gave us a good idea of the performance of each nozzle. Then we practiced on walls and doors with a raised panel to get some real
experience. Finally, we compared features and components. Read on to see what we discovered. HVLP Spray Can ReviewsGRACO Spray Station 2900 HV2900Power and costGraco, which has been making professional sprinklers for decades, is taking the plunge into the consumer market with this HVLP sprayer. And
tell you Graco has experience making sprinklers. The spray pattern is well absorbed with very little splashes. Paint coverage is great, and the paint particle size is small enough for a smooth finish. Features we like include the spray-patterned adjustment lever on the front of the gun, the pro-style metal spray tip and
onboard storage of gun and hose. Graco contains a DVD with instructions for using the gun. This nozzle received high marks for the quality of the spray and scheduled features. WAGNER PaintREADY System 0529003Power and CostWagner's PaintREADY System includes a separate turbine and hose, and two front
ends that break on the spray gun, allowing you to spray thick and thin material efficiently. The extra pressure of the stand-alone stand-alone turbine offers a little better spray quality than you get from the sprinklers with onboard turbines. This Wagner paint spray is a good choice for maximum versatility, but the finely
thought-out sprayer is still not vying for the finishing quality of the Graco or Rockler.WAGNER Control Spray Double Duty 0518050Power and costWagner has a long history of making small, consumer-grade nozzles and offers many models of both airless and LP-type nozzles. This HVLP nozzle with built-in turbine is a
solid performer that can apply a better than average finish with well-thinned material. This double-duty model includes a larger, 1-1/2-qt. material cup for larger exterior projects. If you don't want to spend more than $100 on a Wagner paint spray, we think this is a good choice. WAGNER PaintREADY Sprayer
0529002Power and costThe PaintREADY sprayer (available through our affiliate program with Amazon) is the only HVLP sprayer in this group that is intended for use with dehinned latex paint. And Wagner acknowledges that the paint particles are not as fine as those of the other nozzles, resulting in a textured paint
surface. Our tests confirmed that this nozzle can process the latex paint below and that the paint surface has a little texture when it is dry. This nozzle would work well for outdoor projects where a fine finish is not necessary. But we wouldn't recommend spraying woodwork, cabinets or furniture. This is a good nozzle for
intended use, but if you want more versatility, consider spending a little more money for the PaintREADY System.ROCKLER HVLP Spray Gun Set HVLP-1000Power and costThe Rockler nozzle (available through our affiliate program with Amazon) contains no fancy features, only a powerful turbine and a no-nonsense
gun spray with a pro-style metal tip. After the Graco, this sprayer applied the best spray pattern with even coverage and a well-limited pattern. This is the only nozzle in our test that includes a choice of two tip and needle sets for spraying thick or thin material. The more powerful turbine allowed us to use thicker paint with
this nozzle. BLACK &amp; DECKER Smartselect HVLP W. Floor Turbine BDPH400Power and costThis sprayer applied the least amount of paint among the mockers tested. But this does not mean that it is a bad nozzle, only that it will take slightly longer to apply the same amount of paint. The dial on the back of the
gun makes paint flow adjustments easier than with most other models we tried. This gun is not our first choice, but it would work great for small projects. If you've never used one before, you'll be surprised at the easy-to-operate spray of an HVLP nozzle. The turbine sounds like a vacuum cleaner and blows a stream of
low-pressure air that puts just enough pressure on put paint in the container to push some up into the flow of air flowing through the gun. There it is broken by the spray tip and blown on the surface. Consumer-grade HVLP turbines like the one we're looking at this article lacks the power to do a great job with unthinned
latex. So the first thing you should do when using water-base paint is to dilute it. each of the nozzles contains a funnel-like viscosity cup for this purpose. To use it, fill the cup and time how long it takes for the paint to run out through the funnel. you thin the paint until it runs out in the specified amount of time. Strain the
thinned paint through a mesh filter and fill the paint container to begin with. One problem we discovered when using diluted paint in HVLP nozzles is that it is very easy to apply too much paint, resulting in runs. Plan to apply some thin coats instead of one or two thick ones. also read the guide for tips on setup, spray
techniques and cleanup procedure. With a little practice, we're sure you'll be able to master an HVLP and apply a professional-looking finish to woodwork, cabinets and furniture. Best airless nozzles that are a good choice for outdoor workWagner Model 0525032Wagner makes different versions of handheld airless
nozzles. The Power Painter Max shown here (available through our affiliate program with Amazon) includes a flexible paint pickup tube, allowing you to spray at every angle, a two-speed pump, and an adapter and hose so you can spray out a paint instead of the attached paint container. Ryobi Model P650KIn addition to
being powered by an 18-volt lithium-ion battery, this Ryobi airless nozzle (P650K) (available through our affiliate program with Amazon) contains a pro-style reversible spray tip that allows you to clear the clogged tip easily by simply turning the tip 180 degrees. As the name implies, these sprinklers do not rely on a stream
of air to propel the paint. Instead, the paint is pulled into a small cylinder and expressed under high pressure by a piston. The piston pump is what makes these cannons noisy. Because there is no air, there is much more paint coming out of the spray tip. The high pressure coming through the pump allows the cannons to
spray undispersed latex paint, but it also creates a lot of overspray and fine particles of dye in the air. That is why these sprinklers are better for outdoor use or new construction where the overspray and fine paint dust are not such a problem. Airless nozzles can be a little fussy, because the piston needs to be kept clean
and lubricated, and the spray tip can easily clog. If you're willing to spend a little more money, there are two handheld airless nozzles on the market that include a pro-style reversible spray tip. The Ryobi (shown) and the Graco TrueCoat sprayer both have tips that rotate you 180 degrees to blow out clogs. With the Graco
model you can also exchange tips for different spray patterns. But these sprinklers cost $180 to $200, well above Average. If you don't mind the sound, need to paint large surfaces quickly, and don't want to mess with thinning the paint, then an airless nozzle is a good choice. For less overspray and a finer finish on
interior projects, interior projects, is a better choice. Choice.
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